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Grammar: Welcome to my life!

Speaking: She’s famous

 Culture:  
Child prodigies
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My name’s Asha. I’m a teenager – I’m thirteen years old. I’m English and 
French, but my family is multinational. 

My mum’s name is Sonia. She’s English. My dad’s name is Henri. He’s 
French. My granny Cara (my mum’s mother) is Irish and my grandpa Abe is 
from the USA. My other grandfather, Gus (my dad’s father), is Argentinian 
and my grandma Miyo is from Japan.

My auntie Rita (my mum’s sister) is married. Her husband’s name is Alex. 
He’s Scottish. Their son’s name is Tommy. He’s my baby cousin – only nine 
months old. My uncle Antoine (my dad’s brother) is married too. His wife’s 
name is Ola. She’s from Poland. Their daughter (my cousin Ana) is thirteen 
years old too. We’re good friends.
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My multinational family

  
Interviews  

  
Can you dance? (1.1)
My appearance (1.2)

1.1 VOCABULARY  Talk about family and nationalities
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1  1.13 Look at the photos. How many people are 
there in the family? Read the text and write the names of 
the people A–L.

England – 1 English France – 2 (…) Ireland – 3 (…)
4 (…) – American Argentina – 5 (…) 6 (…) – Japanese
Scotland – 7 (…) 8 (…) – Polish Germany – German
Italy – Italian Holland – Dutch

Vocabulary A  Countries and nationalities

A Abe

2  1.14 Complete the Vocabulary A box with 
countries and nationalities from the text. Listen and 
check. 

aunt brother cousin daughter father  
grandfather/grandpa grandmother/grandma  
husband mother sister son uncle wife

Vocabulary B  Family

3  1.15 Study the Vocabulary B box. Write the words 
in the correct group. One word can go in both groups. 
Listen and check. 

 (…), (…) 

  (…), (…) 

4 Find other words in the text for these words. 

1 aunt auntie
2 mother (…)
3 father (…)
4 grandfather (…)
5 grandmother (…) 

Possessive ’s
We use ’s to talk about our family members,  
names, appearance and possessions.
Asha’s mother is English. 
Gus’s hair is grey.

OUT!
Watch

5 Study the Watch out! box. Rewrite the sentences 
using ’s. Look at the photos on page 14. Who says 
these sentences? 

1 The name of my mum is Sonia.
 My mum’s name is Sonia. (Asha) 
2 The name of my brother is Antoine.
3 The name of my husband is Gus.
4 The son of my sister is a baby.
5 The mother of my husband is Japanese.
6 The sister of my wife is married to Henri.
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6  1.16 WORD FRIENDS   Write the 
words in the correct column. Some 
words can go in more than one 
column. Listen and check.

big blonde blue brown dark 
green grey long old red 
short slim small tall young

Eyes Hair General 
appearance

big big

7 Look at the photos on page 14 and 
correct the sentences. 

1 Asha’s hair is blonde.
 Asha’s hair isn’t blonde. It’s dark.
2  Asha’s eyes are blue.
3 Ana is old.
4 Henri’s hair is long.
5 Tommy is big.
6 Gus is young.

8 In pairs, talk about the people in the 
photos. Ask about their nationality 
and appearance.

A: Is Cara French?
B: No, she isn’t. She’s Irish.
A: Is her hair long?
B: No, it isn’t. It’s short. Is Rita Italian?

9 Write eight sentences about people 
in your family. Then compare with a 
partner.

My aunt Justine is my mum’s brother’s 
wife. She’s from Montreal.
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brave clever friendly funny nervous nice quiet

Vocabulary  Personality adjectives

5 In pairs, write sentences about these people. 
Use adjectives from the Vocabulary box.

a pop star a sportsperson an actor  
Batman my mum/dad my best friend

 Make sentences that are true for 
you. In pairs, compare your answers. 

• My eyes are blue / brown / green.

• My hair is long / short and …

• I’m short / tall.

• I’m brave / clever and … 

A: My eyes are green. My hair is long  
and brown. I’m short. I’m friendly  
and funny.

B: My eyes are green too, but my hair  
is short and black. I’m tall. I’m quiet  
and friendly too.

YOU
And

1 Match one of the words/phrases with photos 
A–D. Read and check.

dance C fly jump move quickly run  
stay under water speak a foreign language

16

Tara Davis  
is a sixteen-year-old 
Californian athlete. 
She can’t fly, but 
she can jump 6.41 
metres! She runs 
fast!

A

1.2 GRAMMAR Use can and adverbs to talk about abilities

Comments

Marilo, 19.17: Hi, Aida. Can you dance?
Aida, 19.20: No, I can’t. 
Jma, 19.39: Can Marlon Couto Ribeiro speak Polish? 
Aida, 19.50: Yes, he can.
Jma, 19.54: How many languages can you speak, Aida?

Aida, 19.58: I can speak two languages – English and Arabic.

B

C

DMarlon Couto 
Ribeiro is a young 
man from Brazil. He 
can speak eleven 
languages, including 
Spanish, Japanese 
and French. He 
speaks English well.

Chen Liting  
and her friends are 
from Beijing. They 
can’t walk, but they 
can dance in their 
wheelchairs. They 
move quickly.

Tom Sietas  
is from Germany. 
He can stay under 
water for twenty-
two minutes 
and twenty-two 
seconds.

Super humans
Aida’s blog

In Winter’s Bone Jennifer is Ree, a quiet seventeen-year- 
old girl from a poor family. She’s unhappy. Her hair is long  
and dirty.

In American Hustle she’s Rosalyn, a nervous woman with 
beautiful blonde hair and perfect make-up.

In The Hunger Games Jennifer is Katniss, a teenage girl with 
long dark hair and grey eyes. She’s brave and strong and she  
can shoot arrows. 

In X-Men Jennifer is the mutant Raven. Raven’s clever – she can 
speak fourteen languages – but she isn’t very nice. She’s very 
different from Jennifer. She’s over 100 years old. Her hair is red,  
her eyes are yellow and her skin is blue! But Raven and Jennifer are 
not completely different: Raven can change her appearance too. 

Jennifer Lawrence is from Kentucky, USA.  
She’s friendly and funny. She’s tall and young. 
Her eyes are blue and her hair is blonde. But 
Jennifer is an actor and actors can change their 
appearance.

B

The different faces of 
Jennifer Lawrence

D

C

A

 Ask and answer questions in pairs. 
Use can and words/phrases from  
A and B.

A you your brother/sister 
your friend your parents

B dance jump three metres sing 
speak English speak three languages

Can you dance?
Can your parents speak English?

Grammar  can

We use can and can’t to talk about abilities.
Affirmative Negative
They can dance. She can’t fly.
Interrogative and short answers
Can he speak English? Yes, he can./No, he can’t.
How many languages can you speak?

GRAMMAR  PAGE 22

2 Study the Grammar box. Read the blog again 
and complete with can or can’t.
1 Marlon can speak Japanese.
2 Tom (…) stay under water for a long time.
3 Chen Liting and her friends (…) dance, 

but they (…) walk.
4 Tara (…) fly, but she (…) jump.

3  1.17 Make sentences about these famous 
people. Use can and can’t. Listen and check. 

1 Katy Perry / sing / dance in a wheelchair
 Katy Perry can sing, but she can’t dance in 

a wheelchair.
2 Beyoncé / speak Japanese / dance
3 Clint Eastwood  / play the piano / draw
4  Neymar / play football / jump six metres
5 Shakira / speak Italian / speak German

Adverbs of manner
Adverbs of manner describe verbs.
We can make these from adjectives by 
adding -ly: fluent-fluently.
Some are irregular: good-well.
He speaks Spanish fluently/well.

OUT!
Watch

4 Study the Watch out! box. Then find three 
examples in the blog.
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Interviews  

  
My appearance 

(1.2)
 

Interviews  

  
Can you  

dance? (1.1)

YOU
And

1.3 READING  Find detail in an article about appearance and personality
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1 CLASS VOTE  Who is your favourite actor?

2  1.18 Match photos A–D with the 
sentences 1–4. Read the text and check.

1 Her make-up is perfect.
2 She’s poor.
3 She’s a mutant.
4 She can shoot arrows.

3 Read the text again. Answer right, wrong or 
doesn’t say.

1 Jennifer is American. Right 
2 Ree is from England. 
3 Katniss’ hair is short. 
4 Rosalyn can’t shoot arrows. 
5 Raven is an old woman. 

4 Study the Vocabulary box. Find the words  
in the text. Then match with the definitions.

1 This person doesn’t say a lot. Quiet
2 This person can make you laugh.
3 This person is courageous.
4 This person is the opposite of horrible.
5 This person is not calm.
6 This person is very intelligent.
7 This person speaks to everyone.
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VIDEO WELCOME TO MY LIFE!

Unit 1 19

Grammar  have got

Affirmative Negative
I’ve got (have got) a sister. He hasn’t got (has not 

got) a big family.
Interrogative and short answers
Have they got a pet? Yes, they have./No, they haven’t. 
What hobbies has she got?

GRAMMAR  PAGE 22

3 Study the Grammar box. Find more examples of have 
got in the text.

4  1.20 Complete the text about Max’s friend with 
the correct form of have got. Listen and check.

18

Max: Hi and welcome to To The Max. I’m Max 
Gregg and I’m thirteen. My family and 
I are from Boston in the United States, 
but at the moment our hometown is 
Rye in England.

 I’m a dance fanatic. I’ve got my own 
dance studio in our garage at home. 
I’ve also got a video blog about dance. 
It’s got some great tips about how to 
do different kinds of modern dance.  
My video blog hasn’t got any fans at 
the moment. It’s a shame! 

 I’ve got a big sister, Lily. She’s nineteen 
and she’s at university. Has she got any 
hobbies? Well, her hobby is learning 
languages. She can speak four 
languages: English, German, Polish and 
Russian. She’s really smart!

 Rye has got a castle and lots of old 
houses, but it hasn’t got much for 
teenagers. Our house is twenty minutes 
from the sea, but I can’t swim!

 I haven’t got a big family. Just me, Lily 
and Dad. We haven’t got any pets. 
Dad’s got a job at a university near 
here. He’s OK, but he’s got a really 
uncool car and he can’t drive very 
well, especially in London. Oh, and he 
can’t cook.

[……]

1.4 GRAMMAR Use have got to talk about possession 1.5 LISTENING Identify detail in a conversation about clothes

Sol Gardner is English and he’s my best friend. 
The Gardners 1 have got a big flat in my street.  
Mr Gardner is an actor and his wife is a singer.  
Sol 2 (…) short hair and brown eyes. He 3 (…) two 
sisters, Carla and Nikki. They 4 (…) a Labrador, 
Charlie. The Gardners 5 (…) a car, but Mr Gardner  
has got a motorbike. Sol is an uncle now – his sister 
Carla is married and they 6 (…) a daughter, Ida.

3rd May

NO RAIN TODAY. 
MAYBE SUMMER 
IS HERE! 

And here are some of the 
fantastic summer styles 
on the streets of Newport 
this morning. It’s not 
true that Newport isn’t a 
fashionable city! ;-)

1

2

3

4

The Newport Look

It’s a shame! He’s OK. OUT
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1 Look at the photo. What can Max do?

2  1.3  1.19 Watch or listen and 
answer the questions.

1 What is Max’s surname?
2 How old is Max?
3 Where does he come from?

5 Make questions with have got. In pairs, ask and 
answer the questions.

1 Max / a sister / ?
2 Max / a blog / ?
3 Max’s dad / a job / ?
4 the Greggs / a car / ?
5 Sol / any brothers / ?

A: Has Max got a sister?
B: Yes, he has.

6 In pairs, ask and answer the questions. 

• Have you got any brothers or sisters/ 
a blog/friends in another country?

• Have you and your family got a house  
or a flat/a car?

• Has your best friend got a big family/a pet?

A: Have you got any brothers or sisters?
B: Yes, I have. I’ve got two brothers. What about you?
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1 Look at the pictures and read the 
blog. In your opinion, which person 
1–4 has got great style?

2  1.21 Listen and match the 
names A-D with pictures 1–4.

A Duncan
B Marc

C Sam
D Donna

3  1.21 Listen again. Answer right, 
wrong or doesn’t say.

1 Chrissy is a fan of Donna’s hair.
2  Donna’s sunglasses are from  

a supermarket.
3 Sam is from Ireland.
4 Sam’s boots are Spanish.
5 Duncan is a student.
6 Marc’s bike is from France.

Clothes: dress hat jacket jeans  
shirt shorts skirt sweater sweatshirt  
T-shirt tracksuit trousers
Footwear: boots shoes trainers
Other: hat (sun)glasses

Vocabulary  Clothes and footwear

4 Study the Vocabulary box. Complete the sentences  
about the people in the blog.

1 Duncan has got a pink jacket , a blue (…) and white (…).
2 Donna has got a pink (…) , a short (…) and green (…). 
3 Sam has got a brown (…) , blue (…) and black (…).
4 Marc has got blue (…) and a green (…).

5  1.22 DICTATION  Listen to a recording about 
Chrissy. Listen again and write down what you hear. Then 
make similar sentences about yourself. 

6  1.23 Order the words to make compliments. Listen 
and check. 

1 trainers / your / are / really cool / !
2 style / you / great / ’ve got / !
3 fantastic! / your shirt / is / colour / really nice / it’s a / !

7 In pairs, make compliments about your partner’s clothes. 
Use Exercise 6 to help you. Be nice!

A: Your sunglasses are great! 
B: Thanks! Your sweater is really nice!
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• Hello!/Hi!

• How are you?/How’s it going?

• I’m fine/good, thanks.

• My name’s …/I’m …

• Pleased/Nice to meet you.

• This is my friend Sol.

• Bye (Goodbye)./See you (later).

Speaking  Greeting people

2 Study the Speaking box. Find the phrases in 
the dialogue.

3 Complete the sentences with the words.

bye fine hi how I’m it meet this

A This is my friend Ian.
B Hi, Al. (…) Jo.
C I’m good. (…) are you?
D Nice to (…) you too.
E I’m (…), thanks. My name’s Al. 
F (…), Ian. Nice to meet you.
G Oh! Look at the time! (…)!
H Hi, how’s (…) going?

4  1.25 Copy and complete the dialogue with 
sentences from Exercise 3. Listen and check.

Jo: Hello!  Jo: 5 (…)
Al: 1 h Ian: 6 (…)
Jo: 2 (…) Jo: 7 (…)
Al: 3 (…) Al: Goodbye!
Jo: 4 (…) Ian: See you! 
Al:  This is my friend Ian.

Max: Hey, Sol. That girl in the red T-shirt!
Sol: What about her?
Max: That’s Clare Philips. She’s famous. She’s a 

TV presenter. Come on! … Excuse me! Hi!
Girl: Hello.
Max: How are you?
Girl: I’m fine, thanks. How are you?
Max: I’m good. I’m Max.
Girl: Pleased to meet you. I’m …
Max: This is my friend, Sol.
Sol: Hi. How’s it going?
Girl: Fine, thanks, but …
Sol: Nice to meet you.
Girl: Yeah, nice to meet you too.
Max: Oh, this is really cool. 
Girl: What is? 
Max: The famous Clare Philips in the park in my 

town! I think you’re wonderful.
Girl: Thanks, but I’m not Clare Philips. My 

name’s Jenny Dobbs. I’m not famous.
Max: Oh. I’m sorry. I …
Girl: No worries! See you.
Max: Bye … Sorry! 
Sol: Oh, Clare! You’re wonderful!

1  1.24 Look at the photo and choose the 
correct option. Read or listen and check.

1 Max and Sol are in the park / at school.
2 The girl is / isn’t Max’s sister.
3 She is / isn’t famous.

Unit 1 21

SHE’S FAMOUS

1.6 SPEAKING Greet and introduce people 1.7 WRITING Write a short description of a person

WRITING TIME

Task  Write a description of a hero.

A Write two paragraphs. Use the points 1 – 5  
in the texts and in the Writing box to help you.

B Use linking words to connect similar and 
contrasting ideas.

C Check your work.

D Write a final draft. 

4 Study the Writing box and check your answers 
in Exercise 3.

Language  Linking words

We use linking words to connect ideas.
● We use and to link similar ideas.
 He’s married and he’s got three children.
● We use but to link contrasting ideas.
 She’s English, but her mother is from Spain.

5 Study the Language box. Find more examples 
of and and but in the texts.

6 Rewrite the sentences with and or but.

1  She can run. She can’t swim. 
She can run, but she can’t swim.

2  He’s got dark hair. He’s got brown eyes.
3 She’s quiet. She’s very funny.
4 His mother’s Italian. He can’t speak Italian.SPEAKING TIME

Task   Work in groups of three. You meet in a 
sports centre. Student A greets Student B. Student B 
introduces Student C.

A Memorise and practise saying phrases from the 
Speaking box.

B Practise reading the dialogue in Exercise 4. Take 
turns to read different parts.

C Plan the task. Who is Student A, B and C? Make 
word prompts.

D Do the task. Swap roles. 

My hero
by Karin

My hero is my friend Jade 
Pryce. She’s thirteen years 
old and she’s a student at 
my school. She’s English, but 
her mother is from Spain. 
Jade is short and she’s got 
dark hair.

Life is very difficult for Jade. She’s a good 
student, but she’s got big problems with  
her health. But Jade is very brave and 
she’s always very happy and funny. That’s 
why she’s my hero.

My hero
by Paulo

My hero is the 
sportsperson Lionel ‘Leo’ 
Messi. He’s about thirty 
and he’s a footballer. 
Messi is from Argentina 
and he can speak Spanish 
and English. He’s married and he’s got 
three children. He’s got dark hair and he 
isn’t very tall.

Leo Messi is one of the world’s top 
football players. He’s very rich, but he’s 
a very nice person. He’s got a charity for 
children with problems. He’s my hero.

A B

5
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What about her?  
Come on!
No worries!
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1 CLASS VOTE  Read the texts quickly. In your 
opinion, are Jade and Lionel heroes?

2 Read the texts again. Answer right, wrong or 
doesn’t say.

1 Jade hasn’t got an easy life. Right
2 Jade isn’t clever.
3 Leo Messi lives in England.
4 He’s got a wife and children.

3 Which things do Karin and Paulo mention in 
their descriptions? 

1 personality 4 appearance
2 nationality/languages 5 age/occupation
3 hobbies 6 family

PARAGRAPH 1
Introduce the person
My hero is my friend …/the singer …

Age/Occupation
She’s thirteen and she’s a student.

Nationality/Languages/Family
He’s from Argentina. 
She can speak three languages.
He’s got two children.

Appearance
She’s tall and slim.
He’s got black hair and brown eyes.

PARAGRAPH 2
Personality
She’s brave/clever/friendly.
He’s a great person.

Writing   A description of a person

2

1

3

4

5

AUDIO



My uncle Mike is 1 (…). He’s from Oregon, in the USA. 
He’s my mother’s 2 (…). He’s a very 3 (…) person, but 
I like him a lot. He’s married. His 4 (…)’s name is 
Diane. She’s an 5 (…) woman from London. She’s an 
actor and she’s very 6 (…). Mike and Diane’s home is 
in Paris, in 7 (…). They’ve got three children – two  
8 (…), Paul and John and one 9 (…), Sally. They’re my 
favourite 10 (…).

Emily is a 1 f(…) and 
a very 2 n(…) person. 
She’s fourteen years  
3 o(…). She’s short and  
4 s(…). She’s got blue  
5 e(…) and long,   
6 b(…) hair. 
Today she’s got a white  
7 s(…), a blue 8 T-(…), black  
9 s(…) and pink 10 s(…).

Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the text with the words. 

American brother sons cousins daughter 
English funny France quiet wife

Revision

2 Complete the description of Emily. 
The first letters are given.

CHECK TIME

 I can …
✓ talk about family and nationalities.
✓ use can and adverbs to talk about 

abilities.
✓ find detail in an article about appearance 

and personality.
✓ use have got to talk about possession.
✓ identify detail in a conversation about 

clothes.
✓ greet and introduce people.
✓ write a short description of a person.

WORKBOOK ➜ Pages 16-17
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VOCABULARY 1.26

Countries and 
nationalities
America/the USA
Argentina
England
France
Germany
Holland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Poland
Scotland
American
Argentinian
Dutch
English
French
German
Irish
Italian
Japanese
Polish
Scottish

Family
aunt
brother
cousin
daughter
father
grandfather/grandpa
grandmother/grandma
husband
mother
sister
son
uncle
wife

Word friends 
(adjectives  
of appearance)
big/blue/brown/dark/green/
small eyes
blonde/brown/dark/grey/
long/red/short hair
old, slim, tall, young

Personality adjectives
brave
clever
friendly
funny
nervous
nice
quiet

Clothes and footwear
Clothes:
dress
hat
jacket
jeans
shirt
shorts 
skirt 
sweater
sweatshirt
T-shirt
tracksuit
trousers
Footwear:
boots
shoes
trainers
Other:
hat
(sun)glasses

Language Summary
GRAMMAR

Possessive ’s

We use the Possessive ’s to talk about our family 
members, names, appearance and possessions.
Ana’s mother is Italian. My father’s car is old. 
Harry’s eyes are blue. My brother’s skateboard is new.

Adverbs of manner

We use adjectives with nouns and adverbs with verbs.
●  We can add -ly to most adjectives to make an 

adverb.
 He is quiet. He speaks quietly.
●  Irregular adverbs look the same as adjectives: fast, 

early, hard.
 She’s a fast runner. She runs fast.
● The adverb for good is well.

can

+ I/You/He/She/It/We/They can speak English.

– I/You/He/She/It/We/They can’t (cannot) speak 
French.

? Can I/you/he/she/it/we/they dance?
Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they can. 
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/they can’t.

have got

+ I/You/We/They’ve got (have got) blue eyes.
He/She/It’s got (has got) blue eyes.

– I/You/We/They haven’t got (have not got) blue 
eyes.
He/She/It hasn’t got (has not got) blue eyes.

? Have I/you/we/they got blue eyes?
Yes, I/you/we/they have. 
No, I/you/we/they haven’t.

Has he/she/it got blue eyes?
Yes, he/she/it has. 
No, he/she/it hasn’t.

Pronunciation Time
• Strong and weak forms of can 
• /ɪ /

page 137

Grammar Time page 128
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3 Look at the picture in Exercise 2 and write a 
description of Richie. Write about his personality, 
appearance and clothes.

Richie is a clever and nice person. He’s …

GRAMMAR

4 Order the words to make sentences. Use be and 
the possessive ’s.

1 grandma / grey / hair / my
2 blue / English teacher / eyes / our 
3 best friend / my / name / Paul
4 car / dad / my / very old
5 clothes / cool / my / sister

5 Make sentences about Janey. Use can/can’t, 
and and but.

1 dance well (✓) drive a car (✗)
2 speak Spanish (✓) speak Polish (✓)
3 swim (✓) fly (✗)
4 cook (✓) jump six metres (✗)
5 play tennis (✓) play football (✓)

6 Complete the sentences with one or two 
words in each gap.

1 I (…) got two gandmas, but I haven’t got a 
big family.

2 She’s got blonde hair, but she (…) got blue 
eyes.

3 He (…) got a cool T-shirt, (…) he hasn’t got 
a football shirt.

4 I’ve got an interesting hobby, but I (…) got 
a pet.

5 We’ve got a computer, (…) we haven’t got 
a laptop.

SPEAKING
 

7 Complete the dialogue with the best words. 
There are two extra words.

go going good know pleased meet this

Betty: Hi Alison. How’s it 1 (…)?
Alison: I’m 2 (…) thanks. 3 (…) is my friend Bob.
Bob: 4 (…) to meet you.
Betty: Nice to 5 (…) you too.

DICTATION

8  1.27 Listen. Then listen again and write 
down what you hear.

22



 

25

Can you remember 
thirty numbers?

EXPLORE

GLOSSARY 
champion (n) a person who is the best at a sport, game, etc. 
competition (n) a game or test that people try to win 
memory (n) the ability to remember things 
information (n) facts or details about something 
winner (n) a person that wins a game, competition, etc.

1
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Some people are very clever and have got 
wonderful memories. But can you learn to 
be a memory champion?

In the UK there’s a memory competition 
for children. It’s the National Junior Memory 
Championship. The children’s schools are  
a bit different. They have reading lessons 
and writing lessons, but there are also 
memory lessons!

This year the competition is at London Zoo. 
The children have different tests. They’ve 
got a list of numbers. They’ve got a list of 
words. They’ve got a list of names and 
they’ve got information about London Zoo. 
And they’ve only got five minutes.

Joachim can remember forty-seven words –  
that’s amazing! Iris can remember forty 
names – that’s fantastic too. But the 
winner is Lily-Rose. She can remember 
thirty numbers, thirty-five names and ninety 
percent of the information – Wow!
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Name: (…) 

Age: (…) 

Name of club: (…) 

Hobbies: (…) 

Dream job: (…) The UK National Junior 
Memory Championship

EXPLORE MORE

3 You are going to watch part of a BBC 
programme about clever children. 
Read about the programme.  Can you 
remember any famous clever children 
from the past?

Child prodigies
There are many famous child prodigies: Mozart 
(Music), Pascale (Maths), Adita Andre (Art), etc. 
In this series, we can learn about some child 
prodigies of today.

PR
O
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T 
TI

M
E Task   In groups, write a fact file about a 

famous child prodigy. 

A CHOOSE. Choose one of these ideas  
or your own. 

Akrit Jaswal    Autumn de Forest 
Elaina Smith  Keith O’Dell Jr.  
Taylor Ramon Wilson

B RESEARCH. Use these headings to do 
your research. 

Name: 

DATE OF BIRTH: 

NATIONALITY: 

FAMOUS FOR:

• Make notes
• Find images

C WRITE. Write the fact file.

• Choose a format: Word processor,  
slide presentation or paper.

• Include links or images.
• Check your work.

D PRACTISE. Practise presenting your fact 
file. Use the Useful language.

Our prodigy’s name is ...
Her/His date of birth is ...
She/He is from ...
He/She is a famous artist/sportsperson/ 

scientist/surgeon ...
Here are some images and links.

Useful language  

E DELIVER. Present your fact file to the 
class or post it online.
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1 Look at the numbers on page 24 for 30 
seconds. Then close the book and write 
down as many as you can.

2 Read the article. Answer right, wrong or 
doesn’t say. Correct the false sentences.

1 The competition is in the USA. Wrong. 
The competition is in the UK.

2  The children can do memory lessons 
at school.

3 The competition is at a school.
4 There are two tests in the competition.
5 Lily-Rose always wins.

4  1.4 Watch Part 1 of the video. What 
is it about?

a a famous place in London
b  a famous violinist called Yehudi Menuhin
c  a competition for young violin players

5  1.4 Watch again. Write the 
countries you hear about in the video.

England France Germany 
Japan Spain Singapore 
the USA

6 Complete the sentences with one or two 
words in each gap.

1 Samuel Tan is (…) years old.
2 For Juliet, playing the violin is (…).
3 This year is Yehudi Menuhin’s (…) 

birthday.

7  1.5 Watch Part 2 of the video. 
Complete the fact file about the girl.


